Andrew Jones
P: 0403 196 906
E: montage.imagery@gmail.com
W: MONTAGEIMAGERY.COM

Photography & Design

MONTAGE IMAGERY

Montage imagery

Hello!
Andrew is a Creative thinker with a love of the
“hands on” approach to problem solving and lives by
the phrase, “Capture it all, create the rest”.
Put simply if it’s not there to capture, create it.
He is a strong arts and design professional within
the Visual communications industry focusing on
Photography, Animation, Interactive Technology,
Video Graphics and Special Effects, earning his
degree from the University of Newcastle.
Skilled in Photography, Adobe Creative Suite,
Graphic Design and numerous Life Skills, he has
a long history in the Entertainment Industry as a
performer and has also acquired Trade qualifications
as a Carpenter/Joiner.

Whether building a set, branding an
event or creating memorable images,
one thing remains the same, my
commitment to deliver the highest
quality artifacts possible.
You can’t earn a diploma for experience.
It is something that can only be achieved
through the passage of time. The payoff
is a wealth of knowledge about life that
is unique to us all.
In the immortal words of The Bare
Naked Ladies, “its all been done before”
however, that does not mean it can’t be
tweaked, refreshed and re-created to
suit todays or future trends.

IMAGERY FOR ALL APPLICATIONS
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Thanks for your enquiry

Tell ME MORE

To best assist you with your enquiry, please complete the following questionaire.

Let me know any specifics about your enquiry. You can be as
detailed as you like or if you are unsure, that‘s fine too.

business ENQUIRY

* Click and fill below

* Click and fill below

Business Name:
Primary Contact:
Business Address:
Business Phone:

P:

M:

Business Email:

PRIVATE ENQUIRY

* Click and fill below

Name:
Address:
Phone:

P:

M:

Email:

Enquiry Type
Photography

* Click below

submit
Product

Portraiture

Wedding

Family

Event

Pregnancy

Glamour

Other

Fashion

Lifestyle

E-commerce

Logo

Flyer

Poster

Magazine

E-commerce

Illustration

Other

Graphic Design

Office use only.
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